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The Problems are Many:The Problems are Many:
•For A&R Administrators, it is impossible to determine if all 
of the recordings (multitracks, mixes, ring-tones, recording 

notes, etc) are present and playable 
•Many times, considerable amounts of money have already 

been spent on promotion of an upcoming release 
•Making the “release date” is priority #1 to maximize 

revenues 
•Typically, the contractual relationship between artist and 

label usually denotes a “back-end” payment due at the point 
of delivery 
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deliverable, however as labels move towards treating 

recording projects as multiple file formats (liner art, videos, 
audio files, etc.) a “wrapped” environment may be desirable 
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•The need exists for individuals, small labels, or large 
record labels to have greater control over their assets, from 
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